
ARCTIC BLUE GIN

”Experience the harmony of northern nature in a gin bottle”

Story This is the moment. The aromatic, fleeting moment moment of
morning haze,when the blueberry tufts and spruce needles sparkle with dew
in the humid Finnish blueberry forest. We wanted to recreate that unique
moment,its perfect harmony of aromas, and capture it in a bottle for the whole
world to experience. This passionate idea gave birth to the Finnish Arctic Blue
Gin. A winner of awards around the world, Arctic Blue Gin brings the unique
nature experience of our homeland to your glass. Thanks to our special
distillation method, all the most delicate aromas of wild blueberries,natural
pectins and essential oils are preserved in Arctic Blue Gin. That’s why its
colour changes to a beautiful haze in the glass,when cold tonic water is
poured on top. A colour change resembling the mists of the blueberry forests
of North Karelia tells,that the aromas of the natural ingredients have not been
weakened by cold filtration, when the pectin in the blueberries reacts with the
ice and tonic. This unique Finnish gin is hand-made in Ilomantsi, Finland.

Producer It all started with a crazy, almost impossible vision. We
wanted to capture Finland's uniquely pure nature in a bottle for the world to
enjoy. This gave birth to the globally acclaimed Arctic Blue Gin, and the same
unwavering ambition reflects in all artisanal beverages crafted under the Arctic
Blue name. Quality is something we never compromise on. Our distillery is
located in Ilomantsi, North Karelia.

COLOR Transparent

AROMA An aromatic combination of spruce needles and blueberry tufts

TASTE Juniper, blueberries, spruce forest and spiciness

TIPS FOR USE Arctic Blue Gin & Tonic. Garnish: 3 highbush blueberries
Glass: Highball or lowball Preparation: Pour the ingredients over the ice
and garnish the drink with highbush blueberries. Place the Arctic Blue
Tonic bottle next to the drink.

WINE TYPE Gins
MANUFACTURER Arctic Blue

Beverages
ALCOHOL
CONTENT

46,2%

PACKAGE SIZE 12 bottle(s)
BOTTLE
CLOSING

Synthetic
cork

BOTTLE SIZE 0,2 l
PRODUCT
NUMBER

132002

AVAILABLE FROM FOLLOWING WHOLESALES PP
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